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ABSTRACT 

The study was carried out to assess the influence of promotional activities on gaining 

competitive advantage. The study had four research objectives which were to find 

out the promotional strategies applied at Vodacom, to find out the advertisements 

used by Vodacom, to examine the digital promotions being applied by Vodacom and 

to assess the sales promotions utilized by Vodacom. This study was a case study type 

the population from Vodacom Tanzania was employed as the key respondents. The 

study involved a sample size of 46 respondents. The researcher used purposive 

sampling technique in obtaining the sample size to ensure equal participation of 

different type of respondents to make the study reliable and valid. In this study, data 

were collected through questionnaires and   interview. The researcher used factor 

analysis modal and T-test in data analysis. Also both qualitative and quantitative 

approaches were used in data presentation The findings shows  that the  major 

promotional  strategies which  are  being used by  Vodacom  are push  and  pull  

strategies. It  has  been  found  that    there are different  kind of  adverts  which  are 

being  used  but they   fall  under  two major  categories  which  are  electronic and 

print adverts. The study shows that Vodacom uses popular TV and radio stations to 

air out its adverts. However, the firm does not use cartoons for adverts. The digital 

promotional  techniques  which  are  being applied   are   social  media  such  as  face 

book  and  Instagram. It was also observed that the firm   does make use of electronic 

billboards. The sales  promotion  techniques  being  used  by  Vodacom are 

sampling, price off, deal gifts, draws  and  scratch cards,  use  of  coupons  and 

rewards as well as  road shows  to promote the brand.  

It recommended that management of Vodacom should ensure effective integration of 

communication tools to ensure that the intended objectives for all promotional tools 

are achieved.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction   

This chapter presents the general introductory of the study; the chapter presents 

background of the study, statement of the problem, research objectives and research 

questions as well as the significance of the study and limitation of the study 

1.2  Background Information to  the study  

The business environment has become very competitive in the 21st century due to 

the growth in technology, infrastructure and access to information around the globe. 

This has made the environment very complex and consumer preferences keep 

changing because of the low switching cost in the market. Due to this increasing 

demand of consumers in the market, management of business organizations have to 

increase their resources with attention focused more on attracting and retaining its 

customers (Iqr, 2013).  

The ever increasing competition in the global market has prompted organizations to 

be determined and ensure satisfaction of customer needs and wants more efficiently 

and effectively than ones competitors (Gao, 2013).Sales promotion is an initiative 

undertaken by organizations to promote and increase sales, usage or trial of a product 

or services (Aderemi, 2014). Sales promotion refers to the provision of incentives to 

customers or to the distribution channel to stimulate demand for a product. It is an 

important component of an organizations overall marketing strategy along with 

advertising, public relations and personal selling. Sales  promotion acts as a 

competitive weapon by providing an extra incentive for the target audience to 

purchase or support one brand over the other. It is particularly effective in spurring 

product trials and unplanned purchases (Aderemi, 2014). Sales promotion is a 

marketing activity that adds to the basic value proposition behind a product (i.e. 

getting more for less) for a limited time in order to stimulate consumer purchasing, 

selling effectiveness or the effort of the sales force (Kosgei , 2014).   
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This implies that, sales promotion may be directed either at end consumer or at 

selling intermediaries such as retailers or sales crews. Sales promotion can be an 

effective tool in a highly competitive market, when the objective is to convince 

retailers to carry a new product or influence consumers to select it over those of 

competitors. More so, sales promotion tend to work best when it is applied to items 

whose features can be judged at the point of purchase, rather than more complex, 

expensive items that  might require hands of demonstration (Eric, 2015). Sales 

promotion includes communication activities that provide extra value or incentives to 

ultimate customers, wholesalers, retailers or other organizational customers. It also 

stimulates sales product trial (Frankly , 2012) 

At the heart of business, nowadays, is the competition to attract consumers‟ attention 

towards products or services. Consequently, each producer needs to build a more 

attractive strategy and action plan than its competitors. One prominent tool of 

attracting consumers‟ attention towards products is promotion. 

 According to Chaharsoughi and Yasory (2012) Promotion is one of the key factors 

in the marketing mix and has a key role in market success. Promotion is used to 

ensure that consumers are aware of the products that organization is offering. It is the 

process of establishing communication relationship between a marketer and its 

publics. Marketing promotions is quite different from mass communication, in which 

an organization addresses largely undifferentiated mass audience for non-commercial 

purpose by such means as press editorials, radio news, and television. Under 

marketing promotions, an organization would be aiming at a deliberately 

differentiated audience for a commercial purpose and would employ such means as 

advertising, personal selling, sales‟ promotion, publicity and public relations. 

Promotion involves disseminating information about a product, product line, brand 

or company. It is one of the four key aspects of the marketing mix. 

Mpuya  (2012) opined that promotion seeks to inform, remind and persuade target 

consumers about the organization and its products. He further argued that promotion 

is often used to help an organization differentiate its products from rivals. A 
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promotion campaign is an inter-related series of promotion activities designed to 

accomplish a specific objective. The obvious goal of promotion management is to 

ensure that all the individual elements of promotion mix work together to accomplish 

the organization‟s overall promotion activities. An Organization adopts different 

processes or strategies to disseminate information about its product, product line, 

brand or company. These various processes are described as the promotion strategy. 

A Promotion strategy can be considered as a process whereby information about the 

organization‟s products or services is encoded into a promotional message for 

delivery to the customer. In effect, firms have a variety of alternative information 

delivery system available to them, which can be used to construct an appropriate 

promotional mix strategy. This portfolio of alternative delivery mechanism includes 

majorly; advertising, personal selling, public relations, publicity, direct marketing 

and sales‟ promotions. Marketing decision makers are increasingly aware of the 

importance of the shareholder‟s value maximization, which calls for an evaluation of 

the long term effects of their actions on product-market response. (Amit and 

Dominique, 2010). The quest of the decision makers to determine the influence of 

their strategic relations with their environment together with having sustained 

competitive edge in the market has called for the evaluation of the influence of 

promotional strategy on market share and profitability. Marketing literature to date 

has focused on the sales results of marketing actions. (Amit and Dominique, 

2010).The relative importance of marketing strategy on market share and 

profitability of companies have not been focused. It is therefore the objective of this 

paper to   an  assessment  on  the promotional activities   on organizational  

performance  a case  of VODACOM Tanzania  

1.3  Statement of the Problem 

Mohamed (2010) viewed marketing promotion strategy as the design and 

management of a marketing sub-system for the purpose of informing and persuading 

present and potential customers and clients. The promotional elements are organic, 

for example, advertising can be seen as the taking of the horse to the stream while 
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personal selling is forcing the horse to drink some water. It is  believed  that  a  

number  of firms both in most competitive environment  and  the  ones  in a  silent 

competitive industry do make  use of different kind of promotional strategies in order 

to influence customers and to  gain the competitive edge in the industry 

(Ntamuturano,2014).  

However,  there are   number  of  studies  which  have   shown  that   there is  no  

direct  link between promotional strategies being used and the market share or the  

competitive advantage reached  by  a  particular  firm. (Gao, 2013, Wello, 2014 and 

Mashi, 2014). The  studies  pointed  out  that  the  competitive  advantage  is  reached 

by  the  quality  of services or products being offered. This kind of arguments shows 

some contradiction   with the existing phenomena on the impact of promotional 

activities. Consequently  more studies need to be done on  the influence of  

promotional activities on gaining  competitive advantage in Tanzania firms, hence 

firms may continue investing enormous amount of money in none resultant strategies 

on gaining competitive advantage .Therefore the researcher intends to carry  out  a  

study on the influence of  promotional activities on gaining  competitive advantage  a 

case Vodacom. 

1.4  Main Objective 

The main objective of this study was to assess the influence of promotional activities   

on gaining competitive advantage, a case of Vodacom Tanzania.   

1.4.1  Specific  Objectives  

The study intended to: 

i.   To  find out the promotional strategies applied  at Vodacom  

ii.   To find out  the advertisements used by Vodacom  

iii.   To examine the digital  promotions being  applied  by  Vodacom  

iv.  To  assess the  sales promotions utilized  by  Vodacom  
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1.5  Research questions  

i. What are the promotional strategies applied at Vodacom?  

ii. What are the advertisements used by Vodacom?  

iii. How are the digital promotions being applied by Vodacom?  

iv. How are the sales promotions utilized  by  Vodacom ? 

1.6  Significance of the Study  

Thus the study is significant on guiding telecommunication industry towards 

promotional activities for improved organizational performance. Also the study is 

regarded as a means of adding up the store of knowledge on promotional activities in 

the industry. The study serves as guidelines for the formation of policies on the 

promotional activities towards improved organizational performance and assists 

telecom firms to know the perceptions of customers in terms of sex, age, education, 

occupation and geographical location. The study also bare where further research on 

the impact of marketing activities for improving service needs to be carried out. The 

study is a compulsory exercise towards the completion of master degree of Business 

Administration in Marketing.  

1.7 Scope Of  The  Study  

This study was carried out on the influence of promotional activities towards 

organizational performance in Tanzania particularly at Vodacom. The study was 

limited in looking specifically at the promotional strategies applied, the 

advertisements used, the digital promotions being applied and the sales promotions 

utilized by Vodacom.  

1.8 Organization of the study  

Chapter one gives a presentation and Background of the Study, where by the 

accompanying angles were talked about, foundation to the examination, 

proclamation of the issue, goals of the investigation, look into questions, hugeness of 
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the examination and constraints of the investigation, chapter two presents the   

definition  of key terms, hypothetical system, observational writing audit, theoretical 

and empirical literature reviews. Chapter three presents the research methodology. 

Chapter four presents the findings and discussion of the study and chapter five 

presents the summary, conclusion and Recommendation of the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  Introduction  

This chapter presents a review of literature, which are a number of Concepts, 

knowledge and ideas of the research variables, which are theoretical argument, 

empirical literature review and research gap 

2.2  Theoretical Arguments 

Promotional activities include all the activities carried out by an organization for 

promoting its brand. Promotional activities include advertising on television, radio, 

websites etc, doing personal selling i.e. Selling the products through sales person or 

door to door selling etc. An organization can also promote its products through 

public relations i.e by use of newspapers, media. It can sponsor events to become 

prominent in the eyes of the customers. The ultimate goal of any promotional activity 

is to increase the sales of its products or to create brand awareness among 

consumers(Kottler,2009). 

Today‟s market is full of offers and discounts. Marketers use multiple promotion 

programs to entice customers to buy products and services. While objectives of 

advertising are long term and generally of brand building, sales promotion programs 

often pursue a single goal, that is, to maximize sales in short run(Jope, 2013). 

The consumer promotion programs are visible to the audience because they are often 

advertised in the mass media. Companies also undertake trade intermediary 

promotion and sales force promotion program to increase sales. This is important 

because in both direct and indirect marketing programs, sales and trade play an 

important role in the product and information flow process(Qorro, 2013). 

Hence, without adequately promoting the product at trade and sale force end, many 

consumer promotion programs will not achieve its desired objectives. Sales 

promotion programs are short term programs aimed at maximizing sales in a period 
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of time but what is most important to remember is that the sales promotion program 

should be designed in such a way that it does not affect the overall brand image of 

the firm and its product(Raundor, 2013)  

Competitive advantages are conditions that allow a company or country to produce a 

good or service at a lower price or in a more desirable fashion for customers. These 

conditions allow the productive entity to generate more sales or superior margins 

than its competition. Competitive advantages are attributed to a variety of factors, 

including cost structure, brand, quality of product offerings, distribution network, 

intellectual property and customer support(David, 2014) Competitive advantage is a 

business concept that describes the attribute of allowing an organization to 

outperform its competitors. These attributes may include access to natural resources, 

such as high-grade ores or a low-cost power source, highly skilled labor, geographic 

location, high entry barriers, etc. Access to new technology can also be considered as 

an attribute of competitive advantage (Jackson,2016) 

Competitive advantage is the leverage that a business has over its competitors. This 

can be gained by offering clients better and greater value. Advertising products or 

services with lower prices or higher quality interests consumers. Target markets 

recognize these unique products or services. This is the reason behind brand loyalty, 

or why customers prefer one particular product or service over another(Holn, 201$). 

Strategic advantage  is critical when understanding upper hand. On the off chance 

that the strategic offer is powerful it can deliver an upper hand in either the item or 

administration. The incentivized offer can build client desires and decisions. Michael 

Porter characterized the two routes in which an association can accomplish upper 

hand over its adversaries: cost preferred standpoint and separation advantage. Cost 

advantage is the point at which a business gives an indistinguishable items and 

administrations from its rivals, but at a lesser cost. Separation advantage is the point 

at which a business gives better items and administrations as its rivals. In Porter's 

view, vital administration ought to be worried with building and maintaining upper 

hand.  
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Upper hand looks to address a portion of the reactions of similar favorable position. 

Upper hand lays on the thought that modest work is universal and normal assets are a 

bit much for a decent economy. The other hypothesis, near favorable position, can 

lead nations to represent considerable authority in sending out essential merchandise 

and crude materials that trap nations in low-wage economies because of terms of 

exchange. Upper hand endeavors to revise this issue by worrying on boosting scale 

economies in merchandise and enterprises that gather premium costs (Stutz and Warf 

2009) 

2.2.3  Generic Competitive Strategies 

Michael Porter, a graduate of Harvard University, composed a book in 1985 which 

recognized three techniques that organizations can use to Generic Competitive. This 

book was named the ninth most persuasive administration book of the twentieth 

century. These methodologies can be connected to all organizations whether they are 

item based or benefit based. He called these methodologies non specific techniques. 

They incorporate cost initiative, separation and core interest. These procedures have 

been made to enhance and increase upper hand over contenders. These systems can 

likewise be perceived as the near favorable position and the differential preferred 

standpoint. 

2.2.3.1  Cost leadership strategy 

Cost organization is a business ability to convey a thing or organization that will be 

at a lower inflicted significant damage than various contenders. If the business can 

convey a comparative quality thing however offer it for less this gives them a high 

ground over various associations. Therefore, this gives an esteem a motivator to the 

customers. Lower costs will realize higher advantages as associations are so far 

making a sensible thing on each extraordinary or organization sold. In case 

associations are not making an adequately tremendous advantage, Porter endorses 

finding a simplicity base, for instance, work, materials and workplaces. This gives 

associations a lower creating incurred significant damage over those of various 
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contenders. The association can expand the estimation of the customer by methods 

for trade the cash sparing preferred standpoint to them(Penny, 2013). 

2.2.3.2 Differential strategy 

A differential preferred standpoint is the point at which a business' items or 

organizations  are diverse to its  competition. In his book, Michael Porter prescribed 

making those products or organizations interesting to emerge from their competitors. 

The business will require solid research, advancement and configuration presumption 

to make creative thoughts. These changes to the merchandise could incorporate 

conveying high caliber to clients. On the off chance that clients see an item or 

organisaion as being not the same as different items, customers will pay more to get 

these benefits.(Paul,2013 

2.2.3.2 Focus strategy 

Focus strategy ideally tries to get businesses to aim at a few target markets rather 

than trying to target everyone. This strategy is often used for smaller businesses, as 

they may not have the appropriate resources and ability to target everyone. 

Businesses that use this method usually focus on the needs of the customer and how 

their products or services could improve their daily lives. In this method, some firms 

may even let consumers give their inputs for their product or service.(Gao, 2014) 

This technique can be known as the division methodology, which incorporates 

geographic, statistic, behavioral and physical division. By narrowing the market 

down to littler fragments, organizations can address the issues of the shopper. 

Watchman trusts that once organizations have chosen what bunches they will target, 

it is fundamental to choose in the event that they will adopt the cost initiative strategy 

or separation approach. Center system won't make a business effective. Doorman 

specifies that it is critical to not utilize every one of the three bland techniques on the 

grounds that there is a high shot organizations will turn out accomplishing no 

procedures as opposed to making progress. This can be called 'stuck in the center' 
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and the business won't have the capacity to have a focused advantage. (Anderson 

,2013)  

At the point when organizations can locate the ideal harmony amongst cost and 

quality, it for the most part prompts a fruitful item or administration. An item or 

administration must offer an incentive through cost or quality to guarantee the 

business is fruitful in the market. To succeed, it's insufficient to be 'similarly in the 

same class as another business. Achievement comes to firms that can convey an item 

or administration in a way that is distinctive, significant and in view of their clients' 

needs and longings. Settling on the proper cost and quality relies on upon the 

business' image picture and what they want to accomplish with connection to their 

competition(Mkisi, 2013). 

2.3  Theoretical Framework 

The frameworks discussed below are used to explain how consumers‟ behaviors are 

influenced by the operations of promotional strategy in provoking purchase action on 

the part of the consumers. 

2.3.1  The Hierarchy of effects theory  

Osuagwu, (2002). The theory describes the effectiveness of promotion to jump- start 

the sequence of events needed before a consumer will buy a product and ultimately 

achieve the marketing objectives. The theory describes six steps: Awareness: the 

individual is aware of the products‟ existence. Knowledge: the individual knows 

what the product offers. Liking: the individual has favorable attitudes towards the 

product Preference: the individual‟s favorable attitudes have developed to the point 

of preference. Conviction: preference is coupled with a desire to buy and confidence 

that the purchase would be used. Purchase: attitude is translated into actual buying 

behaviors. 

The consumer must first be aware that the product exists. He or she must then be 

motivated to give some attention to the product and what it may provide in the next 

stage, the need is for the consumer to evaluate the merits of the product, hopefully 
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giving the product a try. A good experience may lead to continued use. It should be 

noted that the consumer must go through the earlier phases before the later ones can 

be accomplished. 

The basic of value of hierarchy of effect is its usefulness to determine appropriate 

marketing communication strategy and the evaluation of communication efforts 

The fundamental of estimation of progression of impact is its value to decide proper 

showcasing correspondence technique and the assessment of correspondence 

endeavors. 

2.3.2  Planned Behavior Theory:  

As indicated by the Planned Behavior Theory, conduct might be adjusted by deals 

advancement boosts, which change convictions, states of mind and in the long run 

expectations and conduct. On the off chance that the intercession impacts clients, it 

changes goals and in the end changes the conduct. The pertinence of the hypothesis 

is that an advantageous limited time motivators from the association impacts the 

conduct of the shoppers to purchase 

2.3.3  Framework for understanding sales acceleration/performance 

This structure was produced by Blattberg, Eppen and Lieberman (1981). Blattberg 

etal. (1981) connected the financial hypothesis of the family unit or the customer a 

creation unit and propose a limited time demonstrate in view of stock control. The 

system is worried with buys by an individual family of a specific item classification. 

The accompanying terms are first to be characterized so as to welcome the system:  

Qc: the amount of items bought by the family unit at the present buy event.  

Ec: the between buy rate between the present buy event and the past event.  

Lc the level of family unit stock of the item classification that existed after 

the past buy.  
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The household inventory level is an immediate consequence of the past buy amounts 

and between buy times for buy events. Thusly, we speculate that the level of family 

unit stock will directly affect consequent between buy time and the following amount 

acquired. On the off chance that the level of family unit stock is bigger than 

common, we guess that the between buy time to the following buy will be bigger. 

That is, if the family unit stock is substantial, it can bear to hold up longer until the 

following buy.  

The issue in the system is, to what degree item advancement methodology will 

influence the amount of items bought at the present buy event and the between buy 

rate. 

2.3.4  Market Share Theory 

In most develop markets, three to five organizations hold around 70% of the market. 

The staying 30% of the market is normally isolated among (much of the time 

thousands) of little firms. On the off chance that the association is one of the vast 

firms, it should remain in its market, give an expansive product offering, and contend 

utilizing Porter's minimal effort methodology. In the event that the association is one 

of the little firms, it is at a huge scale impediment and for the most part ought not 

endeavor to contend head-on with the substantial firms. Little firms ought to rethink 

some portion of the expansive market into a littler market (a specialty). Such a 

redefinition would be steady with Porter's concentration or separation procedures. In 

the wake of rethinking, the organization would then be one of the vast organizations 

inside the littler market, and ought to take after the extensive organization technique 

inside the market. 

2.3.5  Congruency theory and Sales Promotion 

The essential standard of congruency  theory   is that adjustments in assessment are 

dependably toward the path that builds congruity with the current edge of reference 

(Osgood and Tannenbaum, 1995). As such, individuals have a characteristic 

inclination for steady data. The rule has been inspected in many showcasing settings, 
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including investigations of brand augmentations and promoting claims. Applying the 

congruity rule to deals advancements, it is normal that business advancements will be 

more viable when they give benefits that are perfect with the advantages looked for 

from the advanced item. For instance, Dowling and Uncles (1997) recommended the 

adequacy of dedication programs is upgraded if program benefits straightforwardly 

bolster the incentivized offer of the brand. Roehm et al. (2002) went ahead to 

demonstrate that unwaveringness programs are without a doubt more fruitful on the 

off chance that they give impetuses that are perfect with the brand. Congruency 

impacts for shopper deals advancements were specifically tried and affirmed by 

Chandon et al. (2000), who demonstrated that: money related advancements are more 

successful for utilitarian items as they give more utilitarian advantages, which are 

good to those looked for from utilitarian items; and non-fiscal advancements are 

more compelling for hedonic items as they give more hedonic advantages, which are 

perfect to those looked for from hedonic items. For instance, value cuts are more 

compelling than unconditional presents for impacting brand decision of clothing 

cleanser (i.e. an utilitarian item), while sweepstakes are more compelling than value 

cuts for affecting brand selection of chocolates (i.e. a hedonic item). In any case, it is 

noticed that there are different variables that may affect the congruency impacts, 

including the item life cycle, buys circumstances and shopper socioeconomics. 

Another conceivable component, and the concentration of this investigation, is 

culture at the ethnic-bunch level. 

2.4   Promotional activities  strategies  

The targets of item advancement are to expand deals, pull in clients, enhance item 

acknowledgment and upgrade mark character. Item advancement benefits 

organizations by creating shopper request, and advantages buyers by giving required 

data about item accessibility and employments. On account of extraordinary rivalry, 

it is basic to arrange a viable methodology before starting an advancement battle. It is 

especially vital for independent companies to use their restricted assets viably 

(Adetayo, 2006). 
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2.4.1  Activities 

Sales promotion activities include advertising campaigns, product demonstrations, 

trade shows, free sample campaigns, seminars on related topics, media campaigns, 

telemarketing, door-to-door sales, direct mail campaigns and other activities -- the 

breadth of sales promotions activities is limited only by creativity. To mount an 

effective product promotion campaign, however, you must be aware of customer 

psychology and buying patterns as well as the nature and extent of your competition. 

(Andres,& Srinivasan, 2003). 

2.4.2  Push Strategies 

Push special systems are request driven. A push technique is intended to showcase 

the item to affiliates, for example, wholesalers and retailers, to persuade them to give 

rack space to the item and to promote it. The battle generally includes offering 

rebates, free trials, quality certifications and other enticing means. The producer of 

another item may offer the item to affiliates on a committal premise to lessen the 

hazard to the reseller(Asikhia, 2010).. 

2.4.3  Pull Strategies 

Pull strategies are demand-driven because they target the end user. Manufacturers 

and wholesalers use this strategy when retailers are reluctant to carry their product 

for some reason -- the product may be too expensive to sell at retail outlets, for 

example. Pull strategies include free samples, public promotional events such as 

contests, door-to-door sales, point-of-sale displays, Internet marketing campaigns 

and telemarketing campaigns. Media campaigns designed to associate the product 

with a public good (such as environmentalism, for example) can be classified as 

indirect pull strategies because they are ultimately targeted at consumers, but involve 

no direct request to buy(.Chaharsoughi,. and Yasory, 2012). 
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2.4.4  Hybrid Strategies 

Hybrid promotion strategies incorporate both push and pull elements. One type of 

hybrid strategy involves simultaneous initiatives to both resellers and end users. 

Another type involves partnering with retailers to help them sell the product, often 

partly at the manufacturer's or wholesaler's expense. Network marketing is a 

particularly innovative hybrid strategy because it recruits people who function as 

both resellers and end users at the same time (Grankvist , Kollberg, & Peterson, 

2014). 

2.5  Objectives Of Promotional Activities 

Diverse associations have distinctive desires from their limited time exercises. These 

desires are created into destinations which at that point shape the determination and 

execution of these exercises. Some conceivable destinations of advancement for any 

organization may incorporate  

2.5.1  Building Awareness  

Regularly, an item or brand may need to make a personality inside the market. 

Generally, this applies to another organization, another brand or another item. Be that 

as it may, regularly it might likewise be required in times of rebranding or working 

up a falling flat item. The point at that point is to choose those limited time exercises 

that assistance advise the client about the organization and the item. (Enikanselu, 

2012).  

2.5.2  Creating Interest  

On the off chance that the client is now mindful of the item or has been made 

mindful through a few exercises, it winds up plainly important to move them along to 

genuine acquiring conduct. The point here is to distinguish a need that the item 

satisfies and ensure that the client perceives this need as something that is unfulfilled 

for them (Joshi and Hanssens, 2014).  
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2.5.3  Providing Information  

Once in a while, an organization may simply need to give vital data with respect to 

the item, its regale, elements or use to the shopper. This might be the situation if 

another item is brought into the market. One of a kind components or advantages 

may should be clarified. In different cases, another component on a current item may 

should be highlighted. Now and again, for example, in occasions where natural effect 

or wellbeing panics might be in play, data about an adjustment in business practices 

and organization strategy may should be conveyed (Osuagwu,2012). 

2.5.4  Stimulate Demand  

An organization may try to upgrade its deals through advancement. On the off 

chance that deals have been lower than normal, at that point the point might be to get 

them go down to target level by re-drawing in old clients and urging new ones to 

attempt an item out. In different cases, the point might be to build deals facilitate at 

specific circumstances of the year, for example, almost a noteworthy occasion. Free 

exhibitions or extraordinary arrangements might be utilized to achieve these closures 

(Metwally, 2011).  

2.5.5  Differentiate item  

In circumstances where there are numerous rivals in the market, an organization may 

look to utilize special exercises to separate its item in the market and make it emerge 

from the group. The attention here stays on those components, functionalities or 

advantages that may not be offered by a contender or may not be offered so well 

(Richardson,2012) 

. 2.5.6  Reinforce the Brand  

One fundamental point of a special action might be to additionally fortify the brand 

and its place in the market. This transforms a first time buys into an existence time 

buyer. This can likewise help make advocates for the item from inside the client base 

(Qorro,2012) 
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2.6 Types of Sales Promotion  

Past examinations on the adequacy of customer deals advancement have 

concentrated on money related deals advancements (Dhar and Hoch, 1996; Hoch et 

al., 1994). Be that as it may, by and by, both money related and non-financial deals 

advancements are utilized generally (Tellis, 1998). There are critical contrasts 

between these two sorts: money related advancements (e.g. rack value rebates, 

coupons, refunds and value packs) have a tendency to give genuinely prompt prizes 

to the purchaser and they are value-based in character; non-money related 

advancements (e.g. sweepstakes, unconditional presents and steadfastness programs) 

have a tendency to include deferred remunerates and are more relationship-based. In 

evaluating the adequacy of offers advancements it is vital take a gander at the 

different sorts of offers advancement.  

2.6.1  Coupon  

As a rule, one technique for deals advancement highlighting a testament that 

qualifies the carrier for expressed funds off an item's normal cost is brought in 

special blend as "couponing". It is contended that, this might be used to rouse clients 

to attempt new item, to pull in clients far from contenders, or to prompt current 

clients to purchase all the more an item (Ricky et al., 2005). This suggests, with the 

usage of special blend's exertion of couponing, item and administration offering 

firms. Basically, the deals special system of "couponing" guarantees advancement of 

brand dependability. In that, as a strategy, it shrewdly pulls in clients from mark 

contenders. By so doing it initiates current clients to purchase more. This constantly 

builds up clients' acknowledgment of, inclination for and emphasis on purchasing the 

item with same brand name.  
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2.6.2  Point-of-Purchase  

Shows to draw consideration of numerous clients to a specific item's image, 

numerous business associations utilize the utilization of "purpose of-procurement" 

(POP) system. This is a kind of offers advancement in which an "item show" is so 

situated in a retail location to urge buyers to purchase the item (Ricky et al., 2005). 

This infers, POP shows and exhibits items (Guinness) at the point where it can be 

bought. More critical, in this day of headway in innovation, this can be similarly 

accomplished with the utilization of the web. Here, the Retail outlet can open a site 

where planned clients can see new shows every now and then. The suggestion here is 

that, clients don't really need to by and by visit retail locations before they can 

approach items being shown for the first or nonstop circumstances.  

2.6.3  Premium  

This is a strategy for deals advancement in which a few things are offered free or at a 

deal cost to clients as an end-result of purchasing a predefined GGBL item. This 

procedure hence offers an item for nothing or at a lower cost to actuate the clients to 

purchase. For the most part, the powerful premiums are firmly fixing to the item or 

brand being sold (Blanchard et al., 1999). In a few examples, free specimens of the 

item are offered allowed to clients keeping in mind the end goal to empower them 

attempt the item. They might be given out at nearby retail outlets (Ricky et al, 2005). 

It should however be noticed that, "premiums" may not fill in and initially trusted, 

since a few clients may change to a contender's image to get the premiums that 

organization is putting forth".  

2.6.5  Trade shows and Sponsorships  

Public expo is a variation of offers advancement, and intermittently, ventures support 

expos for their individuals and clients (Griffin et al, 2004). They hence elevate items 

to showcasing mediators. All the more essentially, public expos are generally 

economical and are exceptionally powerful, since the purchaser goes to the dealer 

officially inspired by a given kind of item, therefore universal exchange indicates are 
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winding up noticeably more critical (Ricky et al, 2004). From the above talk, it is 

perceived that there are numerous deals special methods at the transfer of the 

associations. In any case, each accompanies its points of interest and weaknesses. It 

is subsequently occupant on the association being referred to take due constancy with 

regards to the issue of which deals special method to utilize. It must be accentuated 

in addition that, aside from the previously mentioned procedures, one can likewise 

utilize sweepstakes, challenges and devotion programs (Ricky et al, 2005; Blanchard 

et al, 1999). All are deals special methods that can have impact on authoritative 

execution be it monetary, piece of the pie and shareholder returns (Richard et al, 

2009)  

2.7  Factors Affecting the Promotional Mix  

Limited time blend shifts from item and organization to another. Ad and in addition 

individual offering item and administration and expand by deals advancement. The 

brand picture for the association is frequently emphatically created by open 

connection. An organization however may choose not use the four deals components. 

A few components decide the special blend to be picked by a firm, to be specific: the 

nature of item, phases of the item way of life, the sort purchasing choice, the push 

and draw methodology among others (Lamb et al, 2014) 

2.7.1  Nature of Product  

The normal for an item can influence communicational blend. For instance, item can 

be amass as either a business or a customer item. Genuine that merchandise are either 

client custom-made to particular, they are implied for large scale manufacturing. 

Publicizing still assumes an indispensable part in advancing business merchandise. 

General mindfulness and intrigue are created in media exchange by promotion. 

Conversely, shopper merchandise require not uniquely designed and ought to have 

an organization's illustrative to offer them. In this way consumable merchandise are 

sold exclusively by promoting to fabricate mark recognition. The business 

advancement, mark name and bundling are about twice as fundamental to the 

purchaser as they for the items (Lamb et al, 2014).  
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2.7.2  Stages in the Product Life Cycle  

The generation level assumes an essential part in special blend outlining. The 

presentation arrange goes for educating the overall population about the presence of 

the item i.e. the intended interest group. Broad and open intuitive decide the response 

of purchasers to a class on trial of the item and how well retailers see the item. 

Development arrange is intended to induce the intended interest group to expand 

purchasing. Through limited time movement, mediators are utilized to make items 

accessible to purchasers and contend with rivals. At the development organize 

forceful publicizing efforts deal advancement as rebate and coupons coordinate and 

remind client or target group of onlookers about the item. Low deals and misfortunes 

happen at the decay phase of the item life cycle. Minimal expenditure is spent on 

advancement. Most advertisers do new item improvement and the reintroduce the 

item into the market (Bovee et al. 2013).  

2.8  Models on the impacts of Sales Promotion  

There are not very many models that clarify diverse shopper conduct however a few 

models have picked up acknowledgment and are generally alluded in the writing. 

The models view culture as one of the intense variables in charge of customer 

conduct.  

2.8.1  A-B-C-D demonstrate  

Raju (1995) has built up a structure known as A-BC-D worldview to think about and 

comprehend buyer conduct. The acronym A-B-C-D remains for the four phases of 

the worldview to be specific get to, purchasing conduct, utilization attributes and 

transfer. Get to is the initial step of the worldview which alludes to giving the 

physical and monetary access of the items and administrations to buyers inside a 

culture. The purchasing conduct alludes to every one of the components like 

discernments, demeanors and shopper reactions having impact on the basic 

leadership and the decisions accessible inside a culture. The third stage which is 

utilization qualities alludes to the sort of items and administrations expended inside a 
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culture and rely on upon the social introduction, social class, reference gathering and 

examples of urban versus provincial area utilization. The last phase of the worldview 

transfer alludes to the resale, reusing and remanufacturing, social and ecological 

contemplations of item transfer. The clients world over are ending up plainly earth 

cognizant thus advertisers should be socially and ecologically mindful 

2.8.2  Manrai and Manrai show  

Manrai and Manrai "structure the social segment of the individual regarding 

advertising interchanges (deals advancement) go about as a mediator of the impact of 

culture on customer conduct and can even impact the buyer properties and forms, 

and the social segments of conduct in purchaser conduct domains"(Moiij, 2004). The 

way of life is impacted by the wage and thus gets affected by the way of life. The 

"who" alludes to what the general population are. The segments of "who" are self-

investigation of what a man thinks his identity, his character, picture, states of mind 

and the way of life. The "how" alludes to the procedures that impact people groups' 

reasoning, discernment, learning and inspiration. The self is formed by culture and 

thus, it emphatically impacts social conduct through person's recognitions, 

assessments and qualities. The self is the mediator variable for understanding 

conduct.  

2.8.3  Luna and Gupta demonstrate  

Luna and Gupta (2001) in their model perceive the impact of social esteem 

frameworks on conduct. Culture is showed through qualities, saints, customs and 

images. Qualities are the center of culture and it impacts the buyer conduct. The 

expression "saints" is alludes to people in any condition, genuine or fanciful, who are 

respected and prized in culture. In advertising, the items are related with legends as 

they may impact the shopper conduct. Ceremonies include utilization that is critical 

in customer conduct. Images might be missing or their importance might be 

distinctive in societies. The shoppers keeping in mind the end goal to characterize 

themselves enjoy typical utilization. The purchaser conduct constitutes of three 

components insight, influence and conduct. The insight alludes to the memory forms, 
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influence alludes to the demeanor arrangement handle and the conduct incorporates 

the individual conduct and utilization designs. Advertising interchanges go about as 

an arbitrator of the impact of culture on the buyer conduct and may influence 

customer conduct freely of culture 

2. 9  Empirical literature  Review  

Study on the effect of promotional strategies on performance revealed a positive 

correlation between promotional strategies and sales performance. Alphonce, Victor, 

Fredrick, Patrick, Beatrice, and Odhiambo, (2012) It was reported that at 5% level of 

significance, there was positive relationship between the promotional strategies and 

profits because as the costs on the promotional strategies increased so did the profits. 

Grankvist, Kollberg, Peterson, (2004) in their study in which they focused on 

promotional strategies for banking services, concluded that all elements of promotion 

mix were used to some extent for promotion of banking services. This view was 

supported by Ananda & Murugaiah (2013) who carried out similar study on financial 

industry and recognized the importance of promotional strategy in influencing 

performance in the sector. In his finding, Kristina (2012) recommended that 

promotional strategies should be designed as per the nature of services to be 

promoted. The impact of promotional strategy was further noted by Channon (2015) 

when he opined that promotion attract deal oriented consumers who are likely to 

switch banks rather than new long accounts. 

Mohd &Wannur (2012) in their study noted that personal network promotional tool 

comprised of promotion through family / friends (asking friends or relatives to 

advertise), sales promotion (special sale price, purchase with purchase, giveaway 

with purchase and free sample) and distributors (which moving around office, 

schools, clinics, houses and any premises showing the products) have impact on 

performance. In the study conducted among women in Kenya by  

Arvinlucy (2012) it was found that most women groups use personal selling in 

promoting their products. This was due to the fact that other promotional elements 
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require a lot of money and the groups do not have sufficient fund to carry out those 

other promotional elements. Advertising was only used once by the groups providing 

services just to create awareness of their existence so that they may get donors to 

fund their activities. The different elements of the promotional strategy impacts on 

performance were also noted in the previous studies. 

Chalarsoughi and Savory (2012) in the study on effect of sales promotion as a tool on 

customer attention to purchase concluded that introducing Khodro‟s products 

through sales‟ promotion attracts customer‟s attention to purchase. 50% of the 

participant selected the agreement choice believing that sales‟ promotion will bring 

about customers attention and promotion of selling. Fornell, Robinson, and 

Wernerfelt (1985) argued that sales‟ promotion can play a dual role in that it can be 

involved in both “habit formation” as well as in “habit destruction”. 

Metwally (2012) explained the variations in the growth rates of advertising 

expenditure of consumer goods and services in Australia during the period 1975-

1995 by developing and testing a number of hypotheses. The regression results 

indicate, among other findings, that the growth in advertising expenditure is strongly 

correlated with the growth in sales and that movement in market shares exerts a 

significant effect on the growth in advertising expenditure. This view was 

corroborated by Dekimpe and Hanssens (2015) who used the Vector Auto 

Regressive modeling to show that temporary increases in advertising have a long 

term carry over effect on the brand‟s performance in some, but not all the stores. 

Andras and Srinivasan (2013) highlighted the importance of higher advertising 

intensity in performance especially profits. The view of Joshi and Hanssens (2014) 

was not different from Andras and Srinivasan who concluded on the impact of 

advertising and R&D spending on sales and profits and also went on to show that 

there is a positive impact of advertising on market capitalization. 

Vecchio et al. (2006) report the consequences of an investigation which inspected the 

impact of offers advancement on mark inclination through meta-examination. 

Consequences of 51 examines had been incorporated. The examination found that 
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business advancements don't influence post advancement mark inclinations when all 

is said in done. Be that as it may, contingent on qualities of offers advancement and 

the advanced item, advancement can 21 either increment or abatement inclination for 

a brand. Additionally, Ndubisi, (2005) in their examination assessed the effect of 

offers limited time instruments, to be specific coupon, value rebate, free specimen, 

reward pack, and in-store show, on item trial and repurchase conduct of purchasers. 

The balance part of dread of losing face on the connection between the deals limited 

time apparatuses and item trial was likewise analyzed. The aftereffects of study 

demonstrate that value rebates, free specimens, extra packs, and in-store show are 

related with item trial. Coupon however does not have any huge impact on item trial. 

The examination additionally uncovered that trial decides repurchase conduct and 

furthermore intercedes in the connection between deals advancements and 

repurchase.  

Kumar et al. (2005) additionally contemplated the effect of coupons on mark deal 

and how that effect rots over the life of the coupon. The creators utilize an 

econometric model to show the coupon impact as far as proportional value decrease, 

represent coupon impact after some time, permit surmising of coupon impacts when 

retailers choose to twofold or triple the coupon esteem and give both selfcoupon and 

cross-coupon flexibility at various levels of conglomeration. Results demonstrate that 

the impact of multiplying the face estimation of coupon result in more than a 

proportionate increment in flexibility and both self and cross-coupon versatility are 

substantially littler in size than the normal self-cross value versatility.  

Laroche et al. (2005) contemplated the impact of coupons on purchaser's image 

categorisation and decision prepare utilizing fast-food eateries in China. Results 

propose that there are both immediate and cross-promoting impacts i.e., the nearness 

of a coupon for a central brand affects customer's states of mind and aims towards 

that brand. Additionally Lewis and Michel (2004) built up an approach for 

synchronous estimation of the impact of a dynamic devotion program and more 

conventional here and now advancements. They contend that the dedication 

programs under 22 examination effectively modify conduct and increment standards 
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for dependability. Email based coupons, shipping charge and general value levels all 

fundamentally influence clients buy choices. Moreover, Anderson et al. (2004) 

examined how the profundity of a present value advancement influence future 

acquiring of first time and set up clients in light of three extensive scale field 

investigates sturdy products sold through a post office based mail list. The 

discoveries uncovered distinctive impact for first-time and set up clients. More 

profound cost rebates in the present time frame expanded future buys by the first run 

through clients (a positive long-run impact) yet lessened future buys by built up 

clients (a negative long-run impact). In a similar vein,  

Dawes (2004) announced the consequence of his examination on the impact of a 

greatly fruitful value advancement in a buyer products classification. In particular, he 

tried to decide whether this extensive value advancement had any long haul affect on 

mark esteem; here and now affect on add up to class volume for the retailer; here and 

now impact on contending retailers; and long haul impact on classification deals for 

the retailer who runs the advancement. Aftereffects of the examination demonstrated 

that an extremely fruitful advancement did not have any more drawn out term impact 

on the brand (positive or negative), however it expanded the aggregate class for the 

retailer, however incidentally. Deals dropped somewhat for one contending retailer at 

the season of advancement out of the three units contemplated. It was watched that 

the advancement was trailed by a decrease in the aggregate classification volume for 

the retailer, proposing some level of procurement speeding up or stockpiling by 

shoppers, Longer-term negative impact on class counterbalanced around two third of 

the pick up of the value advancement to the retailer  

Baohong et al. (2003) looked into different investigations identifying with the effect 

of advancement on mark exchanging and found that these examinations utilized 

decision models, particularly logit. As per these investigations advancement strongly 

affects mark exchanging. The creators demonstrate that logit decision model can 

significantly over gauge mark exchanging in light of the fact that they don't consider 

the discerning changes that clients make to exploit advancement. Logit models don't 
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consider stock heaping and deceleration techniques. They utilize a dynamic sound 

model and contrast it and a logit display.  

Swait et al. (2002) in their examination concentrated on a specific part of advertising 

blend consistency extra minutes for every now and again acquired bundled purchaser 

merchandise, the effect of fleeting consistency of store advancements and also the 

accessibility of the item on the rack; on shopper item assessments (utilities) and 

decisions. The exact outcomes, in light of cleansing agent board information, show 

that genuine embed and accessibility consistency increment precise utility in a 

measurably noteworthy manner far beyond the beneficial outcomes that showcases 

and highlight have on decision.  

Smith et al. (2000) inspected the connection between various sorts of advancements 

(straight value advancement, additional item or volume advancement and blended 

advancement) crosswise over four store item classifications controlling 

independently for the impact of two classification based directing variables viz. item 

stock-up qualities and value level. Results demonstrated that a dominant part of 

shoppers favored blended advancements; kind of advancements influences store 

inclination (with cost and volume advancements having the best impact). Buyers for 

the most part favored value advancement for higher estimated item classifications 

and they favored volume advancements for bring down evaluated classes. 

Additionally Feame et al. (1999) contemplated the effect of advancements on the 

interest for spirits classification in the UK advertises. The consequences of an 

econometric 24 investigation of week after week cross-sectional store information 

and group examination of purchaser board information proposed that advancements 

have had a slight positive effect on the volume of offers, especially over the 

occasionally imperative Christmas time frame. A few advancements, particularly 

multi-purchases, compensate to a great extent steadfast purchasers, doing little for 

either volume or fiscal development of the soul classification. Different 

advancements, for example, cost and blessing offers, claim more to customers who 

do acquired bundled buyer merchandise, the effect of transient consistency of store 
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advancements and the accessibility of the item on the rack; on shopper item 

assessments (utilities) and decisions. The experimental outcomes, in view of cleanser 

board information, demonstrate that genuine embed and accessibility consistency 

increment precise utility in a measurably critical manner far beyond the beneficial 

outcomes that presentations and highlight have on decision.  

Mela et al. (1997) analyzed the longterm impact of advancement and publicizing on 

customer's image decision conduct. They tended to two inquiries: 1. Do shoppers 

react to promoting blend factors, for example, value changes over a drawn out stretch 

of time? 2. On the off chance that yes, are these progressions related with change in 

maker's publicizing and retailer's limited time strategies? Their outcomes are reliable 

with the speculation that customers turn out to be more cost and advancement 

delicate after some time as a result of diminished publicizing and expanded 

advancements. Sethuraman (1996) built up a Separate Effect Model that isolates the 

aggregate rebate impact of contending costly brand on the offer of the central low-

evaluated marks into markdown impact. Discoveries from experimental investigation 

uncovered that the main national brand can draw deals from contending brands 

without lessening its cost underneath the cost of different brands. Leigh (1994) tried 

the speculation that coupon recoveries are most noteworthy in the periods instantly 

taking after the coupon drop and decrease monotonically. According to the 

examination the speculation was rejected and it was demonstrated that lapse dates 

actuate a moment mode in the recovery design only preceding the termination dates.  

Moreover, Grover et al. (1992) explored the various impact of retail advancement on 

mark faithful and brand exchanging section of customer. They found that the market 

can be described by mark steadfast portion and exchanging sections; limited time 

variable  affect fragment pieces of the pie, the impact being distinctive crosswise 

over sections; store share is connected fundamentally to special engaging quality of a 

store; the general limited time appeal of the item class has critical current and 

slacked impact on classification volume and the slacked impacts coming about 

because of buyer buy speeding up and stock-up last longer for mark faithful sections 

than for exchanging sections.  
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Kahn et al. (1990) additionally examined how in-store value advancements influence 

piece of the pie after the advancements have been withdrawn. They find that the 

impacts of advancement are dependent upon both the decision example of subjects-

regardless of whether subjects switch among brands-and the universality of 

advancements in an item classification. On the off chance that just a single brand is 

being advanced and subjects are for the most part faithful to the last brand obtained, 

mark decision likelihood decreases from pre-advancement levels once the 

advancement is pulled back. Be that as it may if subjects tend to switch among 

brands without advancement, or a few brands are being advanced, this decrease is 

alleviated or potentially does not happen. 

Figure 2.1 The  conceptual framework   

Independent  Variable      Dependent Variable  
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The conceptual framework above shows the independent and dependent variables in 

this study. The framework holds that the first independent variable was the 

promotional   techniques which are being applied at Vodacom.  The  second  

independent variable  to  this study was advertisement being  used at Vodacom, the 

study looked at the type of  advertisements which  are  being  used  by  the  firm  

under study.  The  third  variable  to this  study  was  digital  promotion being  used , 

thus  how   far  has Vodacom  being  using digital promotional techniques. The last 

independent variable to this study was   sales promotion techniques used at 

Vodacom. However the dependent variable was competitive advantage  
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1  Introduction  

This chapter presents the methods and approaches that were applied in conducting 

this research study. It describes the research design and techniques employed. 

Similarly, the study area is described and the justification for its selection is 

provided. Further, the chapter describes the sampling and data collection protocols 

and the way the collected data were analyzed.  

3.2 Area of study 

This study was conducted in Dar es Salaam city, Dar es Salaam is a city found in Dar 

es Salaam, Tanzania. It is located -6.82 latitude and 39.27 longitudes and it is 

situated at elevation 24 meters above sea level. Dar es Salaam has a population of 

2,698,652 making it the biggest city in Dar es Salaam. It operates on the BEAT time 

zone. The proposed area was purposefully selected for the study, as it is  one of the 

highly operating telecommunication firms which rely upon the promotional activities 

to enhance competitive  advantage. Different activities related to products, price, 

place and promotion are taking place.  

3.3  Research design 

The study to employed a case study design. This design was selected as it suits the 

demands of the study. The case study design was used due to the fact that it allows 

investigation in-depth and with great attention on a particular problem.  

This approach gave insight into the problem understudy, detailed investigation and 

enabled the researcher to know more about the topic understudy. Using this design 

the researcher was able to obtain new knowledge on the problem being studied as it 

gave a room for intensive analysis which enables the problem to be well understood 

http://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/africa/tz.htm
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3.4  Research approaches  

Both, the qualitative and quantitative techniques were used for this study. Qualitative 

Techniques involved the explanation and discussion of the concepts and ideas, while 

Quantitative techniques involved mathematical / statistical methodology. 

 3.5  Population of the Study  

The population of the study is the group of people in which the study drew its sample 

size for data collection. The population of this study was officials   of   VODACOM 

in Dar es Salaam city. The firm has a total number of 213 employees in the city.  

Therefore, the researcher drew a sample there   with in.    

3.6  Sample and Sampling Techniques 

Sample size as a segment of the population selected to represent the population as a 

whole. This section describes sampling techniques and design used in the selection of 

sample. It describes sampling procedures and sample size for the study.  

3.7  Sample Size and Procedure 

A total number of 50 respondents were involved in the study. The respondents   were 

selected for estimations of the results of this study which will depend on the 

parameter being estimated. For the case of this study, the estimation was on the level 

of adaption marketing activities towards competitive. The variation of the estimator, 

and the distribution of the statistic was used to create the standardized estimate and 

its confidence interval 
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The sample size in this study   was determined by the formula shown below: 

 e*N1

N
n 2




 

Where: n = the sample size  

 N = the population size  

e = the acceptable sampling error  

Assuming a 96% confidence level, the acceptable sampling error is thus 0.04. As 

such total sample size required for survey was 50 

In this study purposive sampling techniques and simple random technique will be 

applied to obtain the respondents. Purposive sampling is the technique used to obtain 

the sample which has the required base knowledge relevant to the study. Purposive 

sampling technique was used to obtain officials from VODACOM, Tanzania who 

deal with   marketing activities at the firm. The danger with the purposive method is 

that the researcher exercises judgment on the informant‟s reliability and competency. 

This is a relevant concern especially regarding key informants on whom much of the 

data quality rest. It is critical to be certain of the knowledge and skill of the informant 

when doing purposive sampling, as in appropriate informants rendered the data 

meaningless and invalid. The researcher must also be alert for possible biases on the 

part of the informant 

3.8  Data Collection Techniques 

The research study employed various techniques of data collection including 

interview, questionnaire and documentary reviews.  

3.8.1  Interview 

Interview involving the purposive oral questioning technique, or discussion that is a 

face to face interaction between individuals leading to self-report. The interview can 

be guided by structured or semi structured questions which are used to obtain 
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information from one person about particular situations, problems or topics. 

Structure and semi-structured interviews were conducted to get in-depth view about 

perception, opinions, and the related this study. The researcher interviewed the 

respondents directly to draw the first hand knowledge on various aspects of the 

study. 

Since an interview is an oral administration of questionnaires and therefore a face to 

face encounter, it was basically be used in obtaining information from the ten top 

officials of VODACOM from marketing section.   

3.8.2  Questionnaires Survey  

Questionnaires are tools of data collection which are to be given to respondents. The 

questionnaires were containing both open and close ended questions so as to give the 

respondent freedom to answer them in ones understanding. The questionnaires to 

respondents from Dar es Salaam, who are Vodacom customers, were delivered by 

hand and collected in the same way.  A standard set of questionnaires were prepared 

consisting of both open ended and closed ended. Close ended questionnaires were 

prepared to obtain direct information from respondents and were easy to analyze 

because they were in an immediate usable form, relevant to the research objectives 

whereas open ended questionnaires were used to give an opportunity to respondents 

to express themselves freely to provide a general idea according to their 

understanding. This helped the researcher to obtain information from hidden 

motivation, attitudes so as to demonstrate the respondents‟ perception. 

3.9  Data Handling, Processing and Analysis  

The data was collected, processed and verified prior to analysis. They will be edited 

to detect errors and omissions. They were classified before coded into numerical 

numbers to make them amenable for analysis.  

In  this  study  data  is  intended   to be   analyzed  so  as  to  find out    what  the     

findings  meant .  Data   interpretation  was  done  so  as  to  draw  the  meaningful  
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picture  of  the findings. The researcher   intends   to use triangulation   method, thus 

employing both qualitative and quantitative methods to analyze the data.   

The researcher used Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). The researcher  

intends  to  use  factor  analysis and  T-Test as  the  method  of  analyzing the   data .  

hence factor analysis used so as  to see how different promotional factors  influence  

competitive advantage 

 

 

The factor analysis model for this particular sample is then 

 

 

 

Where as  

F1i    is the promotional strategies  

   is the ith  advertisement    ", 

F3i   is the Digital promotion  

F4i is the ith   Sales promotion  

     are the factor loadings for the ath subject, for p = 1, 2, 3,4 
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3.10  Validity and Reliability of the Tools 

3.10.1  Validity 

Joppe (2000), gives the accompanying clarification of what legitimacy is in 

quantitative research: Validity decides if the exploration genuinely measures what it 

is expected to gauge or how honest the examination comes about are. The legitimacy 

of information accumulation apparatuses was guaranteed by obliging remarks from 

the administrator, organization of devices by the scientist and testing of a few 

devices before the genuine information gathering. Information gathered were 

substantial in light of the fact that the instruments utilized as a part of information 

accumulation as expressed (observational research), were worried with individuals' 

states of mind and conduct, data from respondents, yields of broke down information 

in regards to the investigation.  

3.10.2.  Reliability   

Joppe (2000) contends that unwavering quality is the degree to which comes about 

are steady after some time and a precise portrayal of the aggregate populace under 

investigation is alluded to as dependability and if the aftereffects of an examination 

can be imitated under a comparable strategy, at that point the exploration instrument 

is thought to be solid. All respondents made the examination dependable for its 

acquired discoveries. Diverse inquiries were built cutting over the data required, thus 

the unwavering quality of information to be gathered. 
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CHAPTER   FOUR  

DATA ANALYSIS   PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION  

4.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents analysis and discussion of the findings of the study.  The 

chapter is organized as follows:  The objectives of   the study findings are presented, 

and the   analysis was done through factor analysis.  

4.2  Response rate  

The  study targeted 50 respondents  who are from VODACOM  in Dar  es Salaam 

city , however  due to  some constrains only 46  respondents which  is equal to 92%  

of  the obtained respondents were reached. The response rate  had  no  any  negative  

impact  to the  findings  because over a half of  the targeted sample  was  obtained.   

4.2.1  Gender of the Respondents 

Analysis of the respondents‟ gender was done so as to know in the study how many 

male and female respondents were involved. 

Table 4.1: Gender of the Respondents 

Responses  Frequency Percent 

Male 34 74 

Female 12 26 

Total 46 100.0 

Source: Researcher’s Findings (2017) 

The table 4.1 has shown clearly that there were both male and female respondents in 

this study. However it has been found that out of 46  respondents who were included 

in this study, 34 (74%) of them were male and 12 (26%) of them were female. On 

selecting the sample so as to ensure gender balance to remain unbiased in the study; 

by including both genders the researcher increased the validity of the result since 

both men and women are involved in the  management. 
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4.1.2  Academic Qualification of the Respondents 

The researcher also wanted to find out the academic qualification of the respondents 

who were involved in the study. The analysis of respondents‟ academic qualification 

is presented in the table 4.2 

Table 4.2 Education Level of the Respondents 

Responses  Frequency Percent 

Secondary   education   2  4 

Postgraduate   education   28 61 

Undergraduate   education 16 35 

Total 46 100.0 

Source: Researcher’s Findings (2017) 

The table 4.2 shows the education level attained by the respondents. Out of 46 

respondents who were included in this study, 2(4%) of them have secondary 

education level, 28(61%) of them have undergraduate education level and 16(35%) 

of them have postgraduate degree holders. The  findings  gives  an  impression  that  

majority  of  the  respondents  are  educated  at Vodacom. Adequate education was 

one of the factors that were taken into consideration as the overall promotional  

issues require adequate knowledge. 

4.1.3  Respondents Positions  

Also the researcher wanted to know the respondents working positions. The analysis 

was done and presented in the   table below   4.4. 
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Table  4.4  Respondents   positions 

Responses  Frequency Percent 

Clerical  12 26 

Operational  23 50 

Managerial  11 24 

Total 46 100.0 

Source: Researcher’s Findings (2017)  

The  findings  presented  in the  table  4.4   shows   that   12( 26%)  of  the 

respondents  holds clerical positions, 23(50%) of  the respondents holds operational  

positions and 11( 24%)  of  the respondents holds managerial positions. The  findings  

gives an  impression  that   majority  of  the respondents  to  this  study  were   

holding  operational positions.  

4.3 The promotional strategies applied at Vodacom 

The  first objective  to  this  study  was  to find  out the  promotional   strategies   

which  are  being  used  at  Vodacom   Tanzania. The   analysis was done by looking  

on  the   Push strategies, pull strategies, and hybrid strategies being utilized at 

VODACOM.  The  analysis  was  done   through  factor  analysis  and   the  findings  

are  presented in the  table  4.2  
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Table 4.2: Rotated Component Matrixa on the promotional strategies 

applied at Vodacom 

Component  Factors  

  The promotional 

strategies 

P- Value % Variance % Cumulative 
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Push   strategies   0.00* 002 000 

Pull  strategies   0.02* -007 .0.01 

Hybrid   strategies   445 303 600 

Q17PER_SAL .340 .010 .056 

*statistically significant association between variables 

4.3.1  Push   strategies  at  Vodacom  

 The first variable to be analyzed in this study was push strategies. The researcher 

wanted to find out if   the push strategies are being used at the Vodacom.  The 

analysis was done and presented in the table 4.2. 

 The results show that there is a statistical association between   push strategies and   

promotional strategies at VODACOM. The findings show that push strategies are 

being utilized at VODACOM. The push strategies are the promotional  strategies in  

which  the  organization  looks  for  retailers, wholesalers or agents which provides 

the services  on behalf  of  the  firm.  It is evident that  Vodacom uses this  

promotional strategies  hence we have witnessed a  number of Vodacom agents  who  

offer  different  Vodacom services such as registering  Vodacom service line, selling  

airtime, MPESA  services.  Data  from interview  session  shows  that   push  

strategies  is  one  of  the  promotional  strategies  which  are being  used   at  

Vodacom, one  of the  interviewee  was  quoted;  

“ We  strongly  use  this  kind  of  promotional strategy hence   we   

want  to  bring  the services  closer  to the public.  This  is  among the  

most active   factor  being  considered  we  must  ensures   that  the   
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public  has  easy  and quick access  of to the services we use different  

distributors  and   agents  to  facilitate  our   goal”.  

 As per Dello (2013) Push advertising is a special technique where organizations 

endeavor to take their items to the clients. The term push originates from the 

possibility that advertisers are endeavoring to push their items at shoppers. Normal 

deals strategies incorporate attempting to offer stock straightforwardly to clients by 

means of organization showrooms and consulting with retailers to offer their items 

for them, or set up purpose of-offer showcases. Regularly, these retailers will get 

exceptional deals motivations in return for this expanded deceivability. One basic 

case of push advertising can be found in retail establishments that offer aroma lines. 

The assembling brand of the aroma will frequently offer deals motivating forces to 

the retail chains for pushing its items onto clients. This strategy can be particularly 

advantageous for new brands that aren't entrenched or for new lines inside a given 

brand that need extra advancement. All things considered, for some buyers, being 

acquainted with the scent at the store is their first involvement with the item, and 

they wouldn't know to request it in the event that they didn't have any acquaintance 

with it existed. 

4.3.2  Pull  strategies  at  Vodacom  

The second variable to the first objective was the pull strategies. The researcher 

wanted  to  find  out  if pull  strategies  are among  the promotional  strategies being  

utilized  at   VODACOM the  analysis  was  done  and  presented   the  table  4.1.   

 The results show that there is a statistical relationship between pull strategies and 

promotional strategies at VODACOM. The findings show that pull strategies are 

being used at VODACOM. It has been found that, the pull strategies are the ones 

being used to attract customers to join the services from VODACOM.  

Furthermore data from interview also confirmed that, pull strategies are being 

utilized at VODACOM. One of the interviewee was quoted;  
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“Pull strategies are mostly used at Vodacom, the reason behind is to 

attract customers to be  part  of  the  firm,  we  use different  kind  of  

adverts,  word  of  mouth  as  well  as proper  service  quality” 

This reflects to contention by Sing'ombe (2013) Pull promoting, then again, adopts 

the inverse strategy. The objective of draw showcasing is to get the clients to come to 

you, henceforth the term pull, where advertisers are endeavoring to pull clients in. 

Normal deals strategies utilized for pull showcasing incorporate broad 

communications advancements, informal referrals and publicized deals 

advancements. From a business point of view, pull promoting endeavors to make 

mark dependability and hold clients returning, though push showcasing is more 

worried with here and now sales. You can frequently perceive pull advertising efforts 

by the measure of publicizing that is being utilized. Force promoting requires heaps 

of publicizing dollars to be spent on making brand and items a commonly recognized 

name. One case incorporates the advertising of youngsters' toys. In the principal 

organize, the organization publicizes the item. Next, the youngsters and guardians 

see the notice and need to buy the toy. As request expands, retailers start scrambling 

attempting to stock the item in their stores. At the same time, the organization has 

effectively pulled clients to them. 

4.3.3  Hybrid   Strategies   

 The last variable being analyzed under the first objective was hybrid strategies. The 

researcher wanted to find out if hybrid strategies are among the promotional 

strategies    which are being   utilized at VODACOM.  The analysis was done and 

presented   in the table 4.1 above 

 It has been found that there is no any statistical relationship  between  hybrid  

strategies   and  promotional strategies  at  VODACOM.   The  results  of  the  

findings   shows   that   the  hybrid   strategies  are  not  applied  at  the  firm.  

Crossover systems are techniques which empower to relate minimal effort generation 

and separation. As indicated by this definition we can recognize the accompanying 

circumstance in which the organization can relate minimal effort and separation. For 
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this situation the ease does not come about just from large scale manufacturing but 

rather chiefly from advancement. It empowers to be aggressive even with a huge 

scope of items. Swatch and Ikea are case of organizations which have been fruitful in 

diminishing the cost of generation while keeping up high separation and incentive on 

their items. The motivation behind why "unadulterated" ease or separation 

methodologies are for the most part suggested is on the grounds that there are taken a 

toll required in separation and there is thusly a hazard for the organization to be 

"stuck in the center" with normal cost and normal quality. However there are 

situations when it is conceivable to keep up high economies of scale and separation. 

Secluded outline empowers in many case to offer a substantial scope of conceivable 

outcomes with high economies of scale. The car business is an illustration; Dell PC is 

another case of what is frequently characterized as mass customization. Terminal 

separation is a separation which shows up at the last phase of creation. For instance 

one of the qualities of Benetton has been to build up a procedure to corrupt sweaters 

after they were made as opposed to assembling sweaters with polluted fleece.  

Included administrations or different bundles can be offered to better fit the 

necessities of particular focuses without including additional cost. This will be the 

situation in businesses like protection for instance. One of the points of confinement 

of ease/low value mass market is the way that it doesn't empower the organization to 

charge higher costs to the clients who are prepared to pay higher costs. Value 

segregation with changes in the item plan, the brand name or the administration 

empowers to expand income. 
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4.4  The  advertisements  used  by Vodacom 

 The  second objective  to  this study   was  to  find  out   the  advertisement  being  

used  at  VODACOM. The analysis  looked at   the  electronic  and print  media  

which  are being  used  at  Vodacom.   The  analysis was  done through  factor  

analysis   and  results are presented in  table  4.2 .  

Table 4.3: Rotated Component Matrixa on The   advertisements    used   by  

Vodacom 

Component  Factors  

  The  advertisements     P-Value  %Variance  % Cumulative  
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 Electronic  Adverts    0.03* 001 000 

Print Adverts    0.00* -007 .001 

Q17PER_SAL .340 .010 .056 

*statistically significant association between variables 

4.4.1  Electronic Adverts being used  

The first variable to be analyzed under the second objective was electronic media.  

The researcher wanted to know if electronic media is being used   at Vodacom. The 

analysis was done and presented   in the table 4.2.  

 It has being  found  that   there  is  a statistical  association  between   electronic  

adverts and  the  type  of  adverts   being  used  at  Vodacom. Whereas   it  has been  

found  that different  kind  of   electronic  adverts   such    radio  adverts   and   TV  

adverts.   

Also  data  from interview  session  has  shown  that    the   electronic  adverts  used   

are  on  both  radio and  TV. As one of the interviewee said; 

“We use different   adverts   on both   radio and TV.  We do 

not use cartoons at all. We  have  different  strategies   for   TV  

and  Radio  adverts , we  use  radios  and  TV  stations  that  
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have  high   coverage   such  as  Clouds radio  and ITV  

stations”. 

 The  findings    reflects  to  the  argument presented  by  Augustine (2013) one of  

the   most  kind  of  adverts  which  are  being  utilized  by big  firms are television  

and  radio  adverts . They are easily understood and accessible to most of people.  

4.4.2  Print adverts   being used  

 The researcher wanted to find out   if   print adverts   are    being used   at Vodacom.  

The   analysis     was done and presented in   the table 4.2 above  

 The   results  of  the  analysis  shows  that    the   print  adverts  are  being   used  at  

the  firm.  Hence there are  different  kind  of  Vodacom  adverts   being   used   such  

as  on  different  magazines , billboards, newspapers  as  well as  leaflets. 

Agreeing Jope (2013) contends that print media publicizing is a type of promoting 

that utilizations physically printed media, for example, magazines and daily papers, 

to achieve buyers, business clients and prospects. Promoters additionally utilize 

advanced media, for example, pennant advertisements, versatile publicizing, and 

promoting in online networking, to achieve similar target groups of onlookers. The 

multiplication of advanced media has prompted a decrease in publicizing 

consumption in conventional print media. Sponsors can browse an extensive variety 

of various sorts of daily papers, including nearby, local or national titles distributed 

in every day, night, week after week or Sunday versions. Daily papers target diverse 

readerships with a blend of substance, regularly including sports, amusement, 

business, form and governmental issues notwithstanding nearby, national or world 

news. Publicists can purchase diverse sizes of promoting space, from little ordered 

advertisements with content just, to show promotions highlighting content, photos, 

representations and illustrations in sizes up to a full page or even a twofold page 

spread.  

Magazines offer promoters broad decisions of readership and recurrence. Buyer 

magazines cover an extensive variety of interests, including sport, pastimes, design, 
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wellbeing, current issues and nearby themes. Numerous business and exchange 

magazines give scope of particular enterprises, for example, fund or hardware. 

Others cover cross-industry points, for example, interchanges or HR, while still 

others concentrate on work particular regions, for example, productions for officials, 

advertising experts or designers. Distributing recurrence is commonly week after 

week, month to month or quarterly. Similarly as with daily papers, sponsors can take 

publicizing spaces from grouped promotions to full page advertisements in highly 

contrasting or shading. Publicizing on boards and notices gives sponsors the chance 

to achieve buyers moving. Placing notices in retail shopping centers, for instance, 

enables sponsors to achieve buyers near the purpose of procurement. Publications or 

bulletins in prepare stations, air terminals or occupied town focuses can possibly 

achieve extensive gatherings of customers. Promoters can change the messages on 

boards and publications at a recurrence of their decision. 

4.4.3  The Digital  Promotions   Being  Applied  By  Vodacom 

The third objective to this study was to find out the digital promotions which are 

being utilized at Vodacom. The analysis was done by looking on the social media 

electronic billboards, mobile phones and tablets. The analysis was done through 

factor analysis and presented in that table 4.3 below, followed by their explanations 

in the subsections below.  

 Table 4.3: Rotated Component Matrixa on The  Digital  Promotions   Being  

Applied  By  Vodacom 

Component  Factors  

Digital  Promotions    P- Value  %Variance  %Cumulative  
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 Social media  0.00* 002 000 

Electronic Billboards  002* -006 .0.01 

Mobile Phones  445 303 600 

Q17PER_SAL .340 .010 .056 

*statistically significant association between variables 
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4.5  Social Media 

 The  researcher  wanted  to  find out  if  one of  the  digital promotions  being used at  

Vodacom was social media. The analysis was done and the results presented in the 

table 4,3 above  

The findings show that   there is a statistical association between social media and 

the digital promotions utilization   at Vodacom. The findings implied that the social 

media such as Instagram, Facebook and Twitter pages are being utilized by 

VODACOM for digital promotions.   

Data from interview session also showed that Vodacom   do use the social media for 

promotions. One of the interviewee   said.  

“  In  today’s  contemporary  world ,  the  power   of social   media  is  

very strong, many  people  are in  the social media,   therefore   

Vodacom   cannot   miss  the  chance   of  making  use of  such  

platforms   to  reach   high   number  of  base   customer and 

prospects  at  very  easy”.  

Long range informal communication enables organizations to access assets that may 

some way or another not be accessible to them. It can likewise help the advancement 

of an association's value, increment the client and provider contacts, convey to light 

where assets and financing are accessible, advance development and help in the 

development of key organizations (Zontanos and Anderson, 2004). Entrepreneurs 

once in a while have every one of the aptitudes and information expected to grow 

their venture, and discovering individuals with the fundamental abilities, and 

motivating them to contribute, is an essential part of their systems administration 

(Simon, 2012).  

Anything is possible with online networking. Attributable to of the adaptability of 

person to person communication devices, organizations can understand diverse 

advantages. These as per Simon (2012) are more prominent access to various 
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gatherings of people, enhanced client benefit, enhanced items and administrations 

and appropriation of great valuing rehearses. The 21st century has seen a move in the 

way organizations showcase their items and administrations. Smith and Taylor 

(2004) uncover that organizations are by and by encountering a few new unexpected 

occasions and the improvement of the Internet as a correspondence channel is more 

likely than not a standout amongst the most persuasive variables. The web has 

realized a few new components – it has made purchasers more available, it has risen 

with a totally new arrangement of specialized apparatuses that make the way toward 

trading data considerably simpler and quicker, and it has constrained organizations to 

reconsider how they are speaking with their clients (Jaokar, Jacobs, Moore and 

Ahvenainen, 2009).Entrepreneurs, advertisers and customers are witness the 

presence of virtual online networking. As of January 2012, there were more than 800 

million dynamic Facebook clients, with more than 250 million of them signing in 

regular. Moreover, the normal Facebook client has 130 companions and likes 80 

pages yet this figure is required to grow with time. Moreover, more than 3.5 billion 

bits of substance, for example, blog entries, web connections and news stories are 

shared on this informal community (Digital Buzz, 2012). The Internet and the online 

interpersonal organizations enable people to associate with each other. It is 

imperative for business visionaries and advertiser to get a handle on how the Internet 

capacities and the desires of its clients. Numerous organizations are presently 

swinging to informal organizations as a beneficial specialized device and, if utilized 

satisfactorily, they can altogether enhance their online nearness, as viable 

advancement. 

4.5.2  Electronic Billboards 

Moreover the researcher wanted to know if electronic billboards are being utilized as 

far as digital promotion is concerned. The analysis was done and presented in the 

table 4.3.  

The results show that there is a statistical association between electronic billboards 

and   digital promotions utilization at Vodacom. The findings show that electronic 
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billboards are being used by Vodacom so as to make promotions. It  has  been found  

that  recently  Vodacom  has  adopted   the  use of  electronic  billboards which are  

in  different parts  of the city. A digital billboard is a billboard that displays digital 

images that are changed by a computer every few seconds. Digital billboards are 

primarily used for advertising, but they can also serve public service purposes. 

Concurring Davis (2013), electronic boards and electronic signs are utilized to 

convey publicizing and instructive messages to individuals who are going by the 

showcases. Dissimilar to LCD screens utilized on portable workstations and cell 

phones, advanced boards utilize groups of profoundly productive, splendid light 

transmitting diodes (LEDs) to show full-shading symbolism. Contingent upon 

administrative and specialized contemplations, this substance might be a progression 

of static slides, a communicate quality video or activity arrangement, or a mix of 

both. While electronic boards are dropping in cost and winding up plainly more 

typical, they can in any case be generally hard to buy and introduce. Various sellers 

supply comparative yet contradictory items at different value focuses, making it hard 

to examination shop. The majority of the merchants are situated in Asia, which 

implies that lead times and sending costs must be considered into the venture plan 

and spending plan. What's more, not at all like indoor show ventures, there are 

regularly critical administrative and zoning contemplations that may affect the size 

and arrangement of open air electronic show systems, as a few districts view them as 

a diversion to drivers. 

4.5.4  Mobile Phones 

 Furthermore the researcher wanted to find out if one of the digital promotions which 

are being used   by Vodacom.  The analysis was done through factor analysis and 

presented in the table 4.3 

The findings show that there is no any statistical relationship between mobile phones 

and digital promotions. It has been found that at Vodacom mobile phones advertising 

has been used lately. It has been found that Vodacom has been using mobile phones 

adverts but it stopped due a number of complains being filed by the customers. 
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4.6  The sales  promotions utilized by Vodacom  

The last objective to this study was to find out what are the sales promotions which 

are being utilized by Vodacom. The  analysis  was  done  by  using  T- Test  and  the  

results  are  presented   in  the   table 4.4   

Table  4.4 The sales  promotions utilized by Vodacom 

Responses  Mean  Mean 

difference  

T P-Value  

 Sampling 2.97 -0.03 -0.60 0.549 

Price-off offer 2.33 0 0.10 2.76 .007 

Dealer gift 3.37  0.30 6.22 0.000 

Draws and scratch cards to 

reward customers who 

emerge winners  

3.70 0.70 14.5 0.00 

use coupons to reward loyal 

customers  

3.20 0.20 3.11 0.00 

use of roadshows to promote 

consumption of our brand  

3.43 0.43 8.46 0.00 

Test value = 3  

Out of the 10 promotional items identified, the one sample t-test result indicates 

that one was not significant as its p-value was higher than 0.05. This item was 

before new products are launched, Vodacom provide free samples to consumers 

for pre-testing (sampling). 

The one specimen t-test result demonstrates that normal appraisals were factually 

higher than 3 was Vodacom give blessings to our wholesalers and retailers to keep 

up a decent relationship (Dealer blessing), Vodacom utilize attracts and scratch 

cards to remunerate clients who develop victors, Vodacom utilize coupons to 

compensate faithful clients, Vodacom utilize roadshows to advance utilization of 
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our image and New items are advanced with purpose of offers shows" The t-test 

result indicated positive mean contrast for greater part of the things and their 

comparing p-values were under 0.05. This proposes the respondents consent to the 

utilization of such deals special By Vodacom The three most noteworthy mean 

esteems were: "Vodacom utilize attracts and scratch cards to remunerate clients 

who rise champs (3.70), Vodacom utilize roadshows to advance utilization of the 

brand (3.43) Their t-values were huge at 1%.  

As indicated by Kiango (2013) Sales advancement is the way toward inducing a 

potential client to purchase the item. Deals advancement is intended to be utilized 

as a transient strategy to help sales. It is infrequently appropriate as a technique for 

building long haul client loyalty. Some deals advancements are gone for 

purchasers. Others are focused at mediators and at the company's business 

constrain. Deals advancements can be coordinate either with client, deals staff, or 

appropriation channel individuals, (for example, retailers). Deals advancements 

focused at the purchaser are called buyer deals advancements. Deals 

advancements focused at retailers and discount are called exchange deals 

advancements. Some deal advancements, especially ones with uncommon 

techniques, are considered tricks by many. Sales advancement incorporates a few 

interchanges exercises that endeavor to give added esteem or motivations to 

purchasers, wholesalers, retailers, or other hierarchical clients to empower prompt 

deals. These endeavors can endeavor to fortify item intrigue, trial, or buy. Cases of 

gadgets utilized as a part of offers advancement incorporate coupons, tests, 

premiums, purpose of-procurement (POP) shows, challenges, discounts, and 

sweepstakes. Sales advancement is actualized to draw in new clients, to hold 

exhibit clients, to balance rivalry, and to exploit openings that are uncovered by 

statistical surveying. It is comprised of exercises, both outside and inside 

exercises, to improve organization deals. Outside deals advancement exercises 

incorporate promoting, attention, advertising exercises, and uncommon deals 

occasions. Inside deals advancement exercises incorporate window presentations, 

item and limited time material show and special projects, for example, premium 
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honors and challenges. Deal advancements regularly come as rebates. Rebates 

affect the way purchasers think and carry on when shopping. The sort of 

investment funds and its area can influence the way customers see an item and 

influence their buy choice. The two most basic rebates are value rebates ("at a 

bargain things") and extra packs ("mass items").Price rebates are the lessening of 

a unique deal by a specific rate while extra packs are bargains in which the 

customer gets more at the first cost. Many organizations exhibit distinctive types 

of rebates in promotions, wanting to persuade shoppers to purchase their items. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

 SAMMURY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1  Introduction 

This chapter provides a summary of the study, draws some conclusions derived from 

the study findings; highlights some policy implications as a result of the research 

findings and provide recommendations for action and for further studies. 

5.2  Summary Of The findings  

The study was carried out to assess the influence of   promotional activities   on 

gaining competitive advantage. A case of Vodacom Tanzania, The study had four 

research objectives which were to  find out the promotional  strategies  applied  at  

Vodacom, to find out the advertisements used by Vodacom, to examine the digital 

promotions being  applied  by Vodacom and to assess the  sales promotions  utilized  

by  Vodacom  

In chapter two a number of concepts, ideas as well as different illustrations were 

presented so as to give knowledge on the way forward of the research by identifying 

the research gap, conceptual framework and empirical analysis. Literature review 

was done from local but also other parts of the world to make the study more 

concrete. 

This study was a case study type. In this study the population from Vodacom  

Tanzania was employed as the key respondents. The study involved a sample size of 

46 respondents. 

The researcher used purposive sampling technique in obtaining the sample size. 

Using this method in sampling was good so as to ensure equal participation of 

different type of respondents to make the study more reliable and validIn this study, 

data were collected through questionnaires and   interview. The researcher used 

factor analysis modal and T-test in data analysis. Also both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches were used in data presentation in chapter four and thereafter 
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a discussion and analysis of the study findings was made in each of the 

questionnaire‟s section. A deep analysis of the results was also done to compare the 

actual results from different past studies so as to see the connection in each of the 

section. The comparison was essential especially in drawing some conclusion about 

the matter concerned. 

On the other part of the study, discussion of the findings was done   trying analysing 

the general concept and aiming of the research and see if the objectives were truly 

met and to what extent. This was an essential part of the study as it somehow shows 

a picture in summary on the key areas of the study especially the connection between 

the objectives of the study and the findings. 

5.3 Conclusion  

The  findings   shows  that the  major promotional  strategies  which  are  being  

used by  Vodacom  are push  and  pull  strategies. It  has  been  found  that    there 

are different  kind of  adverts  which  are being  used by but they   fall  under  two 

major  categories  which  are  electronic and print adverts. Vodacom uses popular 

TV    and radio stations to air out its adverts. However   the firm does not use 

cartoons for adverts.  The   digital promotional  techniques  which  are  being 

applied   are   social  media  such  as  face book  and  Instagram . Also  the  firm   

does make  use  of electronic  billboards The  sales  promotion  techniques  being  

used  by  Vodacom  are   sampling ,   price  off , deal  gifts,  draws   and  scratch 

cards ,  use  of  coupons  and   rewards   as well  as   road shows   to  promote   the   

brand  
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5.4  Recommendation  

The study recommends the administration of Vodacom Tanzania to guarantee 

compelling joining of specialized instruments to guarantee that the expected 

targets for every single limited time apparatus are accomplished. It is similarly 

critical for administration to completely use innovation to draw in buyers to the 

Vodacom mark. Web-based social networking devices have turned out to be all 

the more speaking to the young subsequently VODACOM must investigate its full 

advantages.  

To manage the subject of whether deals advancement influences money related 

execution, the examination bolsters the position that business advancement has a 

positive and huge impact on gainfulness. Notwithstanding, it is suggested that the 

administration ought to intermittently assesses the commitment of offers 

advancement in respect to other limited time devices.  

At long last, the examination prescribes that administration of Vodacom must 

includes key wholesalers and production network individuals in deals special 

exercises on the off chance that they have to meet the objectives stipulated for 

such crusades. This is on the grounds that merchants and retails bargain 

straightforwardly with customers thus they can give satisfactory input on limited 

time exercises utilized. 

5.5  Areas for future research  

The study could not cover everything related to promotional activities   on gaining 

competitive advantage due to time factor. Therefore it is suggested that other 

studies should be conducted on the same to a larger area of study, it needs to be a 

substantial study, other studies may also cover such areas as    the interactive 

effect of sales promotion and advertising on profitability, on the effect of sales 

promotion on brand equity, andthe effect of sales promotion on new customer 

acquisition.  
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5.6  Limitation of the study 

These are components which may influence the study and they are not under the 

scientist's control. In the study, the researcher may experience the accompanying 

impediments as follows; 

Time figure: It is given that the opportunity to the investigation is insufficient to 

complete concentrated and broad examination since some of data's are not effectively 

and rapidly accessible. So the scientist could beat this by working over end of the 

week and occasions to guarantee the investigation is finished inside the work 

arrange.  

Information Confidentiality: Some of the associations are having archives and 

records that are classified. This issue may block the analyst from getting some data 

required for the study.. The scientist has possessed the capacity to conquer this by 

ensuring the respondents that data given to the analyst regarded as privacy and that 

were not utilized for some other reason a part from this investigation.  

Deficiency of assets: The fund located for this study was not sufficient to meet all 

costs amid the study, for example, transport cost, supper remittance, photocopies and 

stationeries costs. However, the researcher solved this by guaranteeing the greatest 

use of the accessible restricted reserve inside the financial plan. 
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